
Lesson 8: Chapter 3 and 4 Adjustments for Overwithholding – Reimbursement Procedure

Hello and welcome back to our lesson on chapter 3 and 4 adjustments for overwithholding.

Now, we did mention that we would talk about what happens if the withholding agent does not

withhold enough as well, and we will talk about that in a bit, but first we will walk through what

happens if a withholding agent withholds too much chapter 3 and 4 withholding?  From a

practical standpoint, situations of over or under withholding are common place. For example, a

treaty rate or exemption should have been applied and wasn’t, resulting in overwithholding.

And conversely, underwithholding may occur when a withholding agent gave a reduced rate or

exemption incorrectly and later realized withholding should have occurred.  So, what are these

rules?

First, if we are dealing with an overwithholding situation, it depends when the withholding

agent discovers that it overwithheld an amount.  If the withholding agent notices this by March

15 of the following calendar year, the due date of the Form 1042 without extension, then we

have one set of procedures.  Here, the withholding agent may use any undeposited amount of

tax to make any necessary adjustments between the withholding agent and the recipient of the

income.  If the undeposited amount does not cover the adjustment amount, or if the

withholding agent discovers the overwithholding after the amount of tax has been deposited,

then it can use either the reimbursement procedures or the set-off procedure to make this

adjustment.  Your organizations policies and procedures should have these two procedures well

documented.

So, what is the reimbursement procedure?  This is where the withholding agent would repay

the beneficial owner or the payee the amount that it overwithheld.  The withholding agent

would use its own funds to make this repayment and would have to make the repayment by

March 15 of the year after the calendar year in which the amount was over withheld or the date

that the Form 1042-S is actually filed with the IRS – whichever date is earlier.  Let’s think about

an example to help clarify this process.  If a withholding agent overwithheld in 2020, then it



must repay the beneficial owner or payee by March 15, 2021.  It must also provide a copy of the

receipt to the beneficial owner.

If the withholding agent repays the recipient an amount overwithheld out of its own funds, how

does the withholding agent reimburse itself?  It does so by reducing any deposits it remits to

the IRS before the end of the year that is after the calendar year in which the amount was

overwithheld.  One important note is that the withholding agent cannot reduce its deposit

amount more than the amount it actually repaid to the beneficial owner or payee.

Now, if the withholding agent reduces a deposit in the following year, it must show the total tax

withheld and the amount actually repaid on a timely filed Form 1042-S for the calendar year in

which the amount was overwithheld.  This Form 1042-S cannot have any extensions.  The

withholding agent would state that is claiming a credit on the Form 1042 in accordance with the

regulations – specifically section 1.6414-1.  This process may be hard to seem so Maybe we

need an example to clarify.

Let’s assume that John is a resident of the United Kingdom.  In December 2020, he receives a

$100 U.S. source dividend from a U.S. corporation.  U.S. corporation withholds 30 percent or

$30 from the payment and pays John $70.  In February of 2021, John contacts U.S. corporation

to remind them of the Form W-8BEN he submitted that made a reliable treaty claim.   John is

eligible for a reduced rate of withholding pursuant to the United Kingdom’s income tax treaty

with the United States.  His treaty rate should have been 15 percent or $15 instead of $30.  U.S.

corporation overwithheld.  U.S. corporation already deposited the $30 of withholding to the IRS,

but it pays John $15 before the end of February 2021.  So, let’s also assume that U.S.

corporation did not make any other payments subject to chapter 3 withholding in 2020.  It filed

a 2020 Form 1042 on time, where it reported the $15 treaty withholding as its total tax liability

and $30 as its total deposits remitted to the IRS.  U.S. corporation requests that the $15

overpayment be credited to its 2021 Form 1042 instead of requesting a refund.  It will also

reflect this information on John’s Form 1042-S for 2020.  Now, when U.S. corporation makes

payments in the following year, 2021, it may use that $15 credit on amounts it is required to



deposit and remit to the IRS.  It will reflect this information again on the 2021 Form 1042.  And

that is the reimbursement procedure.  Let’s take a look at the set-off procedure in our next

lesson.  See you then!


